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The Handbook of High Performance Virtual Teams: A Toolkit for Collaborating Across BoundariesJossey-Bass, 2008
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams
The Handbook of High-Performance Virtual Teams is an essential resource for leaders, virtual team members, and work group leaders. The editors provide a proven framework based on five principles for working collaboratively across boundaries of time, space, and culture. Written by experts in the...
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Artificial Crime Analysis Systems: Using Computer Simulations and Geographic Information SystemsInformation Science Publishing, 2008
In the last decade there has been a phenomenal growth in interest in crime pattern analysis. Geographic information systems are now widely used in urban police agencies throughout industrial nations. With this, scholarly interest in understanding crime patterns has grown considerably.
Artificial Crime Analysis Systems: Using Computer...
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CRM at the Speed of Light, Fourth Edition: Social CRM 2.0 Strategies, Tools, and Techniques for Engaging Your Customers (Unknown Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
A social revolution in how we communicate has taken place in recent years. Smartphones, social web tools, and the instant availability of information in an aggregated and organized way provide real-time intelligence to customers, not just the enterprise.

Social CRM is critical to business success in today's hyper-connected environment....
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Strategies for Information Technology GovernanceIdea Group Publishing, 2003
This text records and interprets some important existing theories, models and practices in the IT Governance domain and aims to contribute to the understanding of IT Governance.

In many organizations, Information Technology (IT) has become crucial in the support, the sustainability and the growth of the business. This pervasive use of...
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Neuroergonomics: The Brain at Work (Oxford Series in Human-Technology Interaction)Oxford University Press, 2006
Neuroergonomics can be defined as the study of brain and behavior at work. It combines two disciplines--neuroscience, the study of brain function, and human factors, the study of how to match technology with the capabilities and limitations of people so they can work effectively and safely. The goal of merging these two fields is to use the...
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Game Testing All in One (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2005
Covering roles and duties of a game tester, this in-depth text reveals how to apply software test engineer methodologies to the game industry. You'll learn how to quickly produce useful test documents, capture important data, and analyze measurements.

Game Testing All in One reveals how to apply software test engineer...
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Designing a Not-for-Profit Compensation SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Designing A Not-For-profit Compensation System
Until now, human resource and compensation professionals in the public/not-for-profit sector didn't have a compensation guidebook specifically for them. Unlike their for-profit counterparts, specialists in the not-for-profit sector wrestle with such questions as:      

	How is...
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Softswitch : Architecture for VoIP (Professional Telecom)McGraw-Hill, 2002
SOFTSWITCH DISSECTED
 SOFT OR HARD? Hardware switches can cost tens of millions and occupy a city block in real estate.  Softswitches are a fraction of the cost and the size of a refrigerator.  Bypassing big iron can also make for a more efficient development environment, potentially offering more...
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Pregnancy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Now updated — the bestselling guide to a safe and healthy pregnancy
    Are you pregnant, or hope to be? This friendly, reassuring guide continues its legacy of providing moms- and dads-to-be with expert advice on every aspect of pregnancy and childbirth — from conception to the delivery room to breastfeeding and...
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Effective Prototyping for Software Makers (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
Much as we hate to admit it, most prototyping practice lacks a sophisticated understanding of the broad concepts of prototypingand its strategic position within the development process. Often we overwhelm with a high fidelity prototype that designs us into a corner. Or, we can underwhelm with a prototype with too much ambiguity and flexibility to...
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Managing Information Technology Projects: Applying Project Management Strategies to Software, Hardware, and Integration InitiativesAMACOM, 2003
With software and hardware development techniques improving constantly, it’s surprising to learn that more than half of all technology projects overrun their schedules and budgets by 200 percent or more. Computerworld magazine recently reported several surveys showing that project failure is overwhelmingly traceable to poorly...
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Streaming Media DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The experts predict that the opening of broadband internet connections and 3G wireless capabilities will drive the adoption of streaming media to 75% of all broadcasting and e-commerce firms by the end of 2003.
 Author Michael Topic offers the fast, relible, and painless way to get the lowdown on the streaming of video over the internet (both...
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